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SummaryNim is a multi-paradigm language that offers powerful customization options with the
ability to compile to everything from C to JavaScript. In Nim in Action you'll learn how Nim
compares to other languages in style and performance, master its structure and syntax, and
discover unique features.Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications.About the TechnologyNim is a multi-paradigm
programming language that offers powerful customization options with the ability to compile to
everything from C to JavaScript. It can be used in any project and illustrates that you don't have
to sacrifice performance for expressiveness!About the BookNim in Action is your guide to
application development in Nim. You'll learn how Nim compares to other languages in style and
performance, master its structure and syntax, and discover unique features. By carefully walking
through a Twitter clone and other real-world examples, you'll see just how Nim can be used
every day while also learning how to tackle concurrency, package finished applications, and
interface with other languages. With the best practices and rich examples in this book, you'll be
able to start using Nim today.What's InsideLanguage features and implementationNimble
package managerAsynchronous I/OInterfacing with C and JavaScriptMetaprogrammingAbout
the ReaderFor developers comfortable with mainstream languages like Java, Python, C++ or
C#.About the AuthorDominik Picheta is one of the principal developers of Nim and author of the
Nimble package manager.SummaryPART 1 -THE BASICS OF NIMWhy Nim?Getting
startedPART 2 - NIM IN PRACTICE3 Writing a chat application4 A tour through the standard
library5 Package management6 Parallelism7 Building a Twitter clonePART 3 - ADVANCED
CONCEPTS8 Interfacing with other languages9 Metaprogramming





Ebook Library Reader, “The book was everything I thought it would be. .... The book was
everything I thought it would be. I haven't finished reading yet. I'd definately choose Nim over
Python.”

Victor Moreno Estaba, “but is a pretty good tool to get inside the NIM world. Is the first book in
the topic, but is a pretty good tool to get inside the NIM world. I'm happy with it.Victor.”

Si Dunn, “An excellent guide for learning the new and versatile Nim programming language. I'd
give this book 4.5 stars, if I could. Nim is a powerful and somewhat unusual programming
language that sometimes can be a little bit tricky to install, because its dependencies include a
C compiler and some other tools. The author basically tosses some of the installation process
back to the nim-lang.org website, because it may change over time. But the remainder of "Nim in
Action" follows the generally well-regarded, how-to pattern of Manning books.In the two-chapter
"Basics of Nim" portion, Nim is introduced as "a general-purpose programming language " that
emphasizes efficiency and expressiveness without ignoring elegance. "Applications written in
Nim are very fast; in many cases, just as fast as applications written in C, and more than thirteen
times faster than applications written in Python," notes the author, Dominik Picheta. :Efficiency is
the highest priority, and some features make optimizing code easy. This goes hand in hand with
a soft real-time garbage collector, which allows you to specify the amount of time that should be
spent collecting memory. This feature becomes important during game development, where an
ordinary garbage collector may slow down the rendering of frames on the screen if it uses too
much time collecting memory."Nim is a compiled language that compiles Nim source code into
C, and then feeds that source code into a C compiler. Picheta's initial chapters emphasize that
Nim is "usable for just about any software project." But he also notes that Nim is still a "young
and immature" programming language, and the "user base and community" is still very small
and offers few jobs. Yet interest in, and acceptance of, Nim are growing. And, another positive
note: the development of open-source Nim remains "exceptionally open" to newcomers who
want to help out. (By the way, Nim is not a beginner's language. To learn from this book,
development experience in at least one other programming language is needed. And you should
have some SQL experience, as well.)The opening part of the book also covers Nim syntax,
procedures, for loops and "other basic aspects of the language." Numerous short code
examples are provided as how-to illustrations.In Part 2, "Nim in practice," the focus is on "writing
some software." A simple, yet functional chat application is presented, Nim's standard library is
examined, package management is explained, the process of parallelism is explored, and a
Twitter clone is developed and deployed.In Part 3, Nim's foreign function interface is described.
It provides the ability "to use libraries written in other programming languages." This part of the
book also digs into metaprogramming and "the three different metaprogramming constructs in



Nim: generics, templates, and macros. And the process for creating a domain specific language
for configuration parsing also is examined.Appendix A deals with how to get help from the Nim
community via IRC and Gitter, online forums, and more direct methods. Appendix B focuses on
installing Nim, emphasizing that the latest procedures need to be obtained from the nim-
lang.org website, where the Nim code also can be downloaded."Nim in Action" is an excellent
guide for learning the new and versatile Nim programming language. It is well written and
efficiently illustrated. And it keeps its code examples compact and to the point.My thanks to
Manning Books for provided an advance reading copy for review.”

Alain COUNIOT, “A very good overview of Nim's current state and capabilities - Worth reading!.
This book has received mixed reviews and it is indeed hard to rate, not because of its quality -
which is fine - but because it aims at a moving target (Nim hasn't reached version 1.0 yet and is
still evolving). Besides, it's a multi-paradigm language. Therefore, the author has decided to give
a broad overview of what the language is capable of, through a series of small, well-chosen
examples. Was this the only possible approach? Probably not, and I can understand that some
readers have been upset. For my part, I think it was one of the most sensible approaches, given
the context, and it bears fruit. After having read this book, intermediate-level developers (and
application designers alike) should have a very good idea about what to expect from the
language, and which kind of applications they can develop with it. True: a bit less than 300 pages
doesn't leave much room for details, hints & tips, etc. but this book will get moderately
experienced developers started and able then to follow the evolution of the language (and its
ecosystem) and get the most of it. Besides, there aren't many books about Nim, so why not put
this one to good use?I didn't give 5 stars, mainly because the coverage is certainly not complete
- there might have been several chapters more - and because the book will become partly
obsolete soon due to the evolution of the language. Nevertheless, I strongly recommend it ...
today!”

benjamin, “It's very well written. I loved the book, it goes over everything you need to know and
the language is awesome.”

Casandru, “nim-lang is interesting. A great book, the concepts clearly presented by the author.
Thanks, this book is really useful for a beginner like me and of course probably for an advanced
programmer.”

Walter D., “THE book on Nim. This book is first rate for someone who wants to find out about
Nim for the first time. I suspect it will become the standard text.”

Uta, “A good introduction, sometimes too verbose.. Since the book is in English, I'll review it in
English too.Nim in Action is a guide, not a reference. It does a good job of demonstrating the
basics and more advanced features of the language. I did not encounter any "errors" in it. All the



examples I tried compiled and worked as expected. The style is highly readable and the English
is good.I give it five stars, because it does what it claims to do. But ...It's not really the book I was
hoping for. The author seems to assume that the reader is a beginner; it explains at length things
like "what is a code repository", which any experienced programmer should already know. Right
now, in October 2017, Nim doesn't even show up on TIOBE's Index of the 100 most popular
programming languages. That doesn't mean there's anything wrong with Nim, but it does mean
that the probability of a beginning programmer learning Nim as their first language is basically
zero. So I cannot understand why the author didn't spend more time on details of the more
advanced topics, for instance explaining how to look at the generated C source code, or how
constructs like generics are mapped into C, and why, or how to interact with C++ classes, ...
instead of telling us how what a repo is.In short, it's a good book, but if you're the impatient type,
or short on time, it might get annoying.”

Alessandro Bottoni, “Nice book on a nice language. Clear and concise book on a readable and
powerful language. Strongly suggested.Nim (formerly "Nimrod") is a statically-typed, garbage-
collected language that can be compiled (actually "transpiled") to C, C++ and Javascript and
that can be used to write both desktop-oriented, installable software for any platform (thanks to
C/C++ compilation) and browser-hosted, downloadable Javascript code for web pages. It is
strongly inspired to Python and this makes it very readable and simple to use.This book is a
clear and concise introduction to Nim. The first part of the book illustrates the language basics.
The second part is a tutorial that shows how Nim can be used to make command-line
applications. The third part is a tutorial that shows how it can be used to make a web-based
application (using "Jester", a small web framework quite similar to Python's Flask or Ruby's
Sinatra). If you read this book from cover to cover and write the related code with you own
hands, at the end of the book you will be able to use Nim for almost any possible application. It
just takes a few days.Dominik Picheta has made a very good job with this book.If you are
wondering why (or wheather) you should take Nim into account, consider this: with Nim you can
write a command-line application or a web-based application like you would do with Python but
your Nim application will run ten times faster and it could be distributed (or deployed) as a
single, installable, executable file. No Python interpreter required. No virtual machine
required.Nim is much simpler than C or C++, so you will get the productivity of Python and the
power of C/C++.”

Massimo T., “Molto chiaro e completo. Il libro è un'introduzione approfondita al linguaggio di
programmazione NIM. Scritto in modo molto chiaro affronta a fondo anche argomenti piuttosto
avanzati, tipo la metaprogrammazione.L'unica cosa storta è stavolta dal lato Amazon. Il libro è
stato imbustato male ed è arrivato con la copertina, e le prime 20/30 pagine, piegate in modo
irrimediabile. Peccato”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 24 people have provided feedback.
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